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Sujit Thakur shares his story of struggles
and subsequent success at IFFCO Kisan
This section imbibes the achievements of Mr. Sujit Kumar Thakur, presently working
as State Head – Rajasthan, his glorious escapades with IFFCO Kisan. It’s almost
been a decade for him working with IFFCO Kisan when he had joined as a MA. He
is only few of the individuals who rose into prominence and became a State Head
from Marketing Associate and hence shall continue to inspire many with his feats.

Achiever's Corner

His corporate exposures have been with Pepsi and
Kingfisher before joining our company. When asked
about his achievements, the very humble Sujit
replied, “IFFCO Kisan offers career advancements
opportunities like no other. Personally I’ve seen
myself grow from a being Marketing Associate to
now a State Head. Responsibility to oversee
business operations was entrusted to me at a very
early stage which I believe enhanced my managerial
capabilities and helped me reach where I am today”.
As a State Head of Rajasthan, Sujit doesn’t feel
over-burdened with additional responsibilities and
takes every challenge as a challenge. While trying to
explore his success mantra, Sujit exclaimed, “I don’t
have one! I constantly look for self-development. I
am a good listener and a proactive individual.

Sujit's Reporting Manager, Dr. Navin Chaudhary
proudly says, “I have always seen Sujit as “good
with execution” but I imbibed in him a sense of
fearlessness which, I think, has helped him a lot to
rise like anything. I feel great when his leadership
is taken as an example in IFFCO Kisan”. The
entire team of IFFCO Kisan congratulates Sujit for
his phenomenal success and wishes him all the
very best for his endeavours.

Our Employees Step up the Ladder
Employee career progression offered by IFFCO Kisan to employees whose
potentials we realised and helped them to step up in their careers!

IFFCO Kisan Congratulates fellow employees
on completing 10 years!
RAJEEV KUMAR SINGH
-ASM-UPE

"Your thoughts regarding completion of 10 years
with IFFCO Kisan"
It was a great journey with IFFCO Kisan in last 10
Years. During my tenure I saw many ups and
downs,
I want to highlight processes implemented in IFFCO
KISAN which are far better than the previous years.
In the beginning I faced several challenges at the
ground level and at the process level.
I want to convey my best wishes to IFFCO KISAN,
At present this organization is performing best in all
the aspects. There is also a very good synergy
between all the departments and all the employee
are like a family.
IFFCO KISAN has made me stronger professionally
as well as personally. I also want to convey my best
wishes to the organization that it will grow
exponentially and become the best place to work.

SAURAV SRIVASTAVA
-Accounts-UPE

"How did you feel on completing such a long
span of 10 years with IFFCO Kisan"
First of all I want to extend my warm thanks to all
my seniors and colleagues for their guidance and
support to complete my ten years service in IKSL.
I have learnt lots of things and have got huge
opportunity for professional and personal
development.
I have enjoyed working here and all colleagues
and seniors are like a big family.
During the inception of IKSL, we had faced many
difficulties . However kudos to us, we have worked
as a team and have moved a lot from those times
I feel proud to be a part of this esteemed
organisation.
I expect that in coming years IFFCO Kisan will
achieve remarkable growth with our career growth
in the supervision of our Management.

